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INTRODUCTION.

an investigation of certain economic and managerial
aspects of cattle rearing in Devon was initiated in
October 1943. The objects of this investigation were
(1) The determination tif the costs incurred in rearing
(a) store cattle (b) heifers up to the calving stage, and
(2) To study somu of the more important managerial aspects
associated with cattle rearing practice in Devon.

.14.t the present time (March 1946) the investigation
is still proceeding and it is unlikely to be completed
earlier than December. 1946. The cost data with which this
report deals is therefore concerned with cattle up to the
ago of two years, and a further report relating to final costs
and returns of store cattle and down-calvinil heifers will be
made folloAnz the-oompletion of the investigation.

The investigation has been carried out by the survey
method, records to date havin been .00llected for tha same
group of calves on each farm to cover four six monthly
periods as follows:- (1) 'Tinter - October 1943 to March
1944; (2) Summer -.April to September 1944; (3) 7inter
qctober 1944 to March 1945; (4) Summer - kpril to
September 1945.

The cattle riith which this report deals were born in
the late summer and early ;Tinter of 1943 and the first six
months of their life occurred during the winter of 1943-441.
Cost data relatiny, to ,iinter reared calves wi.11 differ
from that relating to summer calves at all stages 3f
development, both in the total cost and in the relative
importance of the various items of cost making up the total.
This survey is limited to winter calves and the resulting
costs cannot therefore he taken as 'applicable to calves
born during spring and summer periods.

The investigation commenced in the winter of 1943-44
with 45 co-operating farms spread equally over three areas
of Devon and 'involving altogether a total ,of 238 calves.
The farms included in the sample were selected to represent
as far as possible typical farming conditions in the area
in which they are located. Lt the end of the two year
period at Michaelmas 1945 there were 42 of the original'
farms and 181 of the 238 cattle left in the investigation.
altogether three farms and 57 cattle did not complete the
two year period. These three farms accounted for 20 of
the 57 cattle. Of the remaining 37, 7 died, 24 were sold
as stores at ages ranging from nine months to two years,
3 were sold fat at less than two years old, while 3
heifers that3stolethe bull calved down at 18, 20 and 23
months respectivelj.

The three districts in which the investigation is
being conducted are located as follows. The North Devon
area includes that part of Devon north of a line from
Tiverton to Launceston. The East Devon area lies to the
east .of a line from Exeter to Tiverton, while the South
Devon area embraces that district of Devon lying to the
south of Dartmoor and bounded by 111don Moors to the east
and the Tamar to the west.
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The distribution by districts of the 42 farms
and 181 calves that have boon costed up to two years
old, is set out below:-,

OmglftowiowodaouIWNP.Vswyaikrrpm.p.W.W.o...W..brw.........A.r..womsrmpmembW40.-...p.mm.romrowpirmmrwmp.w.s.nlmmaw.wrm.o...W..W.M...........r.N:mm.wlws.m.mep.smwmwftm..orrsep,mwrwewomomOWIWW.....W.M.M..PgWP

• North
Devon

East South All
Devon Devon Groups

Number of farms

Number of calves
(1 Steers
(b Heifers

Total No. calves

13 15 14 42

12 • 2 10 24
36 61 60 157

-7.- ..............r......

48 63 70 181

SOME NaNAGERIAL ASPECTS OF CATTLE •BEARING IN THREE

AITEL3 OF DEVON.

REARING POLICY:

The rearing policy adopted in the different
areas largely determines the number and type of cattle
reared.

d In .the original sample of oalvps at $qptember
steer calves accounted for 38 per cent of calves costed
in the North Devon group, 4 per cent in the East Devon
group, and 18 per cent in the South Devon group.. The
distribution of steer calves in the sample reflects
closely the, prevailing rearing policy in each of the three
areas. North Devon with the highest proportion of steer
calves is traditionally a sheep and beef cattle rearing
area, rind on over 90 per cent of the farms investigated
the cattle enterprise was primarily concerned with the
raising of stores, although more than one half of these
farms wore selling some milk.. Normally most of the ,
healthy calvesborn are reared, the best heifers being
calved to maintain the hard and surplus heifers nnd
steers roared for sale as stored cattle. In North Devon
winter conditions are considerably lesb favourable than
in either East or South Devon and difficulties of winter
keep and housing for .cattle were the most frequent
reasons given by farmers in this group as limiting the
number of cattle raised. • Competition from sheep for.
the available grazing is also an important factor, but
the more profitable alternative offered by milk .selling
may in future prove .to be the most important
consideration limiting the number of store cattle • raised
in North Devon.

East Devon, with a very small percentage of steers
is predominantly an area of small dairy fRrma and more
than one half of the farms investigated roar only heifer
calves for dairy replacements, while, on the smaller ,
farms, where maintenance of the maximum number of cows
is necessary in order to derive an adequate income from
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the l'estricted acreage, only heifer calves from the best
cows P,,re reared, Finy deficiency in numbers necessary to
maintain the her4 being made up by the' purchase of freshly.
calved cows. On the larger mixed farms a slightly
different policy is commonly adopted. all likely heifer
calves are rer-Ired and selection of replacements for the *
milking herd is made when the animals are well grown, the
heifers then culled being reared on for sale as stores, or
to finish out on the farm. One farm out of every three
in the East Devon group follow this practice, with minor
variations. On those farms where a pure or crossbred
Devon.herd is kept a few steers may be reai.ed, but in only
two oases in the East Devon sample .of farms was it the -
general practice to raise any steers at all.

Mixed farming prevails in the South Devon area and
although milk production is the predominant livestock
entorprise it is based upon a dual purpose breed of
cattle, and milk production and stock rearing proceed
side by side. Roughly one half of the farms surveyed
in this area rear only dairy replacements. AL further
one gilartei of the farms roar the majority of heifer
calves, -craving in. the. best to replenish the herd and.
rearing on. the culls for sale as stores or for 'fattening
on the farm. Finally, one quarter roar some steers in,
addition to surplus heifers, selecting wIlves from a type
of cow judged to produce a good steer. In thi area of
mixed Miming the 'number of cattle reared is determinsed
by the general balance maintained between arable crops
and livestock and between-different classes of livestock.

Dis- osal. of store cattle:
• - On the ''arms surveyed, enquiry

into the method of disposal of store cattle revealed that
in all groups, although :a proportion .of stores may :be. .
fattened on the farm as opportunity occurs, the great'
majority are sold as .stores, and in the. North Devon group
over-80 per cent'are-disposed of. in this way. -

Seasonl #stribution of reari_ng:
Where calves are selected,

for rearing from particular cows, as is 'commonly the case
with. dairy replacements in the East and South Devon groups,.
roaring proceeds ail. the 37.e,c1r round RS suitable calves are
dropped. Lt the present time as the result of the emphasis
upon winter' milk production and the higher proportion of .
cows calving in the autumn and winter, there is a tendency
for more calves to be reared throughout the winter period
than during the spring. In North Devon where suckling
is a common system of rearing,altholtlgh roaring goes on to
a certain exten': all the year: round, the bulk of the caws
calve in the spring and the majority of calves. are reared
through the summer period.

BREED OF CJITTLE:

During reeent years, and markedly so
during the war years the .North Devon area has experienced
a very considerable development of milk selling on the.
part of farmers previously engaged in the rearing of tore
cattle. This development is bringing in its train an
influx of cattle of dairy breeds into an area previously
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populated almost exclusively by the Devon breed of cattle.
Of the calves costed in this area 65 per oent are of the
native Devon breed, 13 per cent are Devon cross breds,
nearly all sired by Shorthorn bulls, and the remaining 22
per cent represent the reciprocal cross; Devon bull .on
Shorthorn cows.

In East Devon, whore the production of milk for sale
is well est2blished, there has been gradual encroachment
of dairy breeds, especially Shorthorns, spread over
considerable period into an area once dominated by Devon
cattle.. Of the calves oosted in this area 24 per cent
arc Shorthorns, 65 per cent Crossbred and 11 per cent DevOns.

In the South Devon area the introduction of new breeds.
of cattle is much less marked and the local South Devon
breed still predominates to the almost complete exclusion
of other .cattle. The inclusion of 15 per cent of Friesian
and Guernsey c.c..lves, in the sample costed in tIlis area
certainly over-omphasises the importance of other breeds..

Of the total of 238 calves in all arena with which
the investigation commenced, 69 per cent were pure bred
and 31 per cent crossbred. Five pure breeds and nine
different crosses, including reciprocal crosses were
represented, but it did not prove possible 'to identify
with certainty. the multiple crossing represented by some
of the calves.

RE,,RING METHODS:
-^

mong the 42 farms investigated wide
variations in calf rearing practice was revealed, not only
from district to district but also between farms in the
same district. These variations 'depend largely upon the
extent to which whole milk enters into the ration, from
unrestricted use to its almost complete elimination. The
systems practiced. fall into two main divisions (1) Bucket
roaring (2) Suckling.

These two main headings rily be further subdivided.
The bucket rearing method falls into three groups involving
(1) The complete elimination of whole milk from the ration
after one to. two weeks, the calf being transferred to calf'
starter and then to follow-on meals (2) Feeding over a much
longer period.with a diminishing amount of whole milk into
which calf meal is gradually introduced in increasing •
quantities (3) The rearing of calves on whole milk alone,
fed from the bucket. In the last two methods the calf is
normally suckled by its dam for the first two to four weeks.
Suckling may be (1) Restricted, where the calf stays on the
cow for about two or three months or (2) Unrestricted,
where the calf is reared completely on the cow which it
sucks from four to five months.

4.mong the farmers questioned it was universally agreed
that the first six months of a calf' life is the most
critical period, and that the constitution built up during .
these first few months will largely determine the animal's
future development. There was almost universal agreement
too, that of all systems of rearing suckling produces the
best calves, fewer set badks occur ana growth is more rapid.

•.
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Dairy heifers so reared will be sufficiently developed
to put to bull several months earlier than those reared
by artificial system. The chief ground for departing
from this methoa is the high cost of milk, or in .the case
of a dairy farm, the sacrifice of income involved in
feeding from 75 - 150 gallons of milk to each calf reared
by this method.

The majority of farmers who have adopted the system
of bucket rearing have done so with the object of
economising milk. The greatest saving of whole milk
occurs where milk substitutes are fed to calves from the
earliest age. Of the forty two farmers in the
investigation, five are at present rearing calves by this
method, and another seven have done so at some time in the
past but have discontinued the practice The remaining
thirty farmers have had no personal experience of this
method of rearing, but all admit a strong prejudice
against it. Objections raised to this method are based
upon the belief that it is false economy to stint the calf
in its early life. The almost complete elimination of
whole milk, it is argued, results in calves that are
"pot-bellied" badly grolln and dull coated, instead of.
having, the well grown, level-fleshed and alert appearance
of milk fed calves. Calves so reared, it is believed,
will be much more liable to digestive troubles and disease,
and a poor start in life also means later maturity and in

general an inferior beast. There is also little doubt that
the much greater care and attention required when calves
are reared on milk substitutes from the earliest age is
a factor,.inth2 general unpopularity of this system of
rearing, but one farmer, 9ho has tried the methnd but
discontinued, summed up the main objections by saying
that when it takes three years growing to imake two years
growth, thd saving in the first six months is illusionary.

Of the five farmers ,tho have persisted in this method
(-)f rearing however the consensus of opinion is that although

maturity is slightly delayed, full growth will eventually
be attained provided cake and corn are liberally fed in the

early stages. The tendency for calves to get "pot-bellied"

is often due to over feeding, and one farmer stated that this

tendency can be entirely counteracted if calves are fed by
finger all the while thay are on the bucket, and not allowed

to drink the calf meal. Digestive troubles it was agreed

are more frequent, and the extra care and attention
essential for the success of this method is a considerable.

drawback. These farmers are satisfied that rearing by
this method can be adequate if proper 'care is taken, but

none could be described as enthusiastic about it. It is

a system that appears unlikely to commend it'self to farmers .

generally except on grounds of cheapness.

Bucket rearing nith whole milk and calf meal,
following two to four weeks on the cow, is the most common

method of rearing among the farms investigated. There is

however almost complete agreement among the farmers
included in the sample, that a calf reared on the cow

. will thrive better than a calf receiving the same a,mount

of milk from the bucket. The reasons most commonly

given in explanation of this widely held opinion are that
milk taken direct from the cow is fresh and clean, .
uncontaminated by the air or buckets; it is at the exactly
correct temperature and being consumed slowly in small
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mouthfulls instead of gulps, it is more easily digested.
Digestive and scouring troubles are therefore less common,
provided the calf is not allowed to take too much milk.
In favour of bucket rearing rith new milk it is suggested
that not only is much less whole milk required than for
unrestricted suckling, but there is also a considerable
saving compared with restricted suckling and the setback
that often accompanies weaning at about three months old
is avoided. Two farmers however disagreed with the
generally held opinion that new milk suckled from the cow
is superior in its effect to new milk fed by bucket, and
expressed the opinion that provided the calf is fed
immediately the milk is drawn from the cow, and provided
it is fed by finger all the time and not allowed to drink,
the result will be just as good as suckling, with the
additional advantage that the amount of milk fed can be
closely controlled.

Relationship ketKeen_systern of rearinRahd district:

There is, in the sample of farms under consideration,
no clear association between districts and methods of
rearing. In the South Devon group of farms one half reared
on new milk alone, fed from the bucket, four out of
fourteen on new milk plus calf meal, one with milk
substitutes, and two by restricted suckling. In the East
Devon group, three out of fifteen reared on substitutes,
three on whole milk and calf meal, two on whole milk alone,
three by restricted suckling and four by unrestricted
suckling. In the North Devon group one out of thirteen
reared on substitutes, three on whole milk and calf meal,
two on whole milk alone, four by restricted suckling and
three by unrestricted-suckling. ,

• :-1*

Altogether five producers drawn from all three areas
reared on milk substitutes, and three of the five were in
the East Devon group. More significant however is the fact
that all five are solely milk producers. The North Devon
group had seven out of fourteen farmers rearing by suckling
compared with seven out of fifteen in East Devon and only
two out of fourteen in South Devon. There is however a
differenoe between the practice of rearing by suckling on
the North Devon farms, where it is generally a matter of
policy and in East Devon where it is frequently a matter of
opportunity. The various types of nurse cow met with in
the East Devon group include poor milkers, hard milkers,
kickers and cows that will not take the milking machine,
old cows, heifers with small teats, stale cows, lease cows,
cows with bad quarters, and oven reactors. Farmers who
normally rear by bucket in the East Devon group will utalize
one or other of the above categories of cows if one is
available when needed, and they will sometimes roar by
bucket in. the winter months and by suckling in the summer
when milk is cheaper and more Plentiful

In the South Devon group cattle from fifteen months old
are kept out of doors throughout the winter, often on straw
and roots only, it being considered that provided they have
had generous treatment as a calf, any check suffered will
be quickly reeovered when the grass comes again. In the

East Devon and more especially in the North Devon group,
where conditions are more severe in winter and the land :is
colder and wetter, the general opinion is that cattle should

not be outwintered under rough conditions in these areas at
less than 18 - 24 months old, as any loss in condition at
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nn enrlier stnge will never be fully recovered.

• The opinion of R11 co-operating farmers was sought
as to the value of now boys for rearing cattle. The -
opinions exizessed are conflicting. . In the Eat Devon
group, where many of the farms before the war were all
grass dairy farms, very few farmers have had any
experience of grazing young cattle on leys, and in cases
where leys existed before the war, they were almost invariably
kept for -sheep. In the South and North Devon groups, of
twenty one farmers who have had experience e3f grazing cattle
on leys, ten put leys as superior to permanent pasture,
five as inferior and six considered there was no marked
difference between the two. Fear of trouble from "blowing"
and scouring are reasons often given why leys are not
favoured for young cattle, but it was frequently remarked
that although older cattle do well en young leys, a first
year ley is too strong for young cattle which will ,however,
do well on older boys.

:7)sselltial_conditions f..or successful reprinEj

An enquiry concerning the conditions considered
essential for the successful rearing of craves was made
among co-operating farmer, Selecting those factors
most frequently mentioned from a very comprehensive list,
the first essential is indicated to be a well bred and
healthy calf which should be given a good start in life*
on whole milk. /There this milk is fed by bucket the
feeding should be regular, carefully, controlled, and
carried out by an intelligent and conscientious attendant
so that early detection of any digestive troubles or -
feeding deficiencies - 71.11 be made. Changes in diet should
be made grfnlually,. utensils used for feeding must be kept
scrupulously clean .and no stale food allowed to remain
in mangers. On the farms surveyed, calf rearing,
especially while on the bucket, is almost exclusively .
undertaken by family labour; paid labour unless really
ihterestea.and consOiontious is not generally considered
satisfactory for this task.' The soru.puloua attention .
to detail essential for the rearing of young calves no
doubt accounts for the oxperience commonly recorded that
the small farmer who looks after the calves himself, or
with the 'aid of his wife and family, is often a more
successful calf-rearer than the large farmer \tic depends
upon hired labour.

Calf Pens:- .
It is only necessary to enumerate the essential

conditions for successful rearing to realise how far the
practice of calf re:4/7ing falls short of ideal on many
farms, and in' no case is this more marked than with regard
to the buildings in which calves are housed. Young
calves thrive best in alight, airy, and sunny building
with room for adequate exercise. In practice,- craves
Pre - commonly housed in the . darkest buildings on the farm,
Where they.are often either exposed to constant draughts.
or out off from all air, , Old stables, cartsheas and
even .pigsties are among the buildings listed .as being
in use for. housing calves, the original calfhouses being.
either inadequate or having been donverted into shippons.
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On tha farms investigated young calves psre most
commonly run three to five to a pen but owin to
difficulty of subdividing many of these houses, calves
of different sizes have to bo run together, and six to
eight calves per pen is Quite common. Many farmers would
prefer to restrict the calves to two or three to a pen,
as this enables calves of the same size to be run
together, when not only do the calves thrive better but
feeding is easier. The accomodation available in many
oases makes this difficult or impossible without extensive
alterations.

The calf pens on the farms surveyed were considered
with regard to tlleir adequacy under five main heads

(1) Aaequata size for reasonable exercise.
(2) Light. .
(3) Ventilation.
.(4) Ease of -cleaning.
(5) Watai:fflapply.

On the forty-two farms,* not one set of calf-pens are
adequate with regard to nil five faotrs; and on only seven
farms were four out of the five-oonditions satisfactorily
met. . At the other extreme five farms had calf-pens that
were unsatisfactory with regard to all five conditions.
The least satisfactory features relate to water supply and
lighting. In thirtyfour cases out of the forty two •drinking water had to be carried to thecalf pens, rind. ill
thirty cases the lighting of the pens was inadequate.
On twenty farms the pens had cobble or earth floors* in
eighteen Cases the pens were inadequate in size, an4in
fifteen cases ventilation was either deficient or draughty.
There was no marked difference between the regions,
conditions with regard to -)1.l factors being similar in all
areas.

On the forty two farms under consideration two farmers
clean out the calf pens daily, five at weekly ynd nine at
monthly intervals. The remaining twenty-six allow the dung
to accumulate over R longer period, cleaning out being done
as the opportunity arises. Three farmers allowed the
dung to accumulate stted. that if .the pens were easy to
clean and broom out, cleaning would be undertaken daily
but with earth or cobble floors it was not possible. There
was however widespread agreement among the farmers questioned
that provided plenty of bedding is used and the calves
always lie dry, no harm results from allowing the dung to
accumulate and calves will lie warmer in winter.

Disease:
The most common comnirlints pnennntered among •

calves of 1.#,:ss th-m six menths old in all districts are•
stated to be scour and hoose. Scour is the most common
complaint, but every farm in the North, Devon group, more
than 80 per cent in the East Devon and nearly 50 per cent
in the South Devon group suffer from the presencd of the
hoose parasite. Quarter7.evil, although still a serious .
cause of loss, especially in the East and North Devon groups,
is loss frequently met with than in previous years owing
to -the preventive effect af innoculation practised on many. .
farms where it is known to exist. Joint-evil is anothor'
complaint which is less serious.than in previous yeprs

1•••
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owing to preventive precautions having become more
widely adopted. Contagious pneumonia, although
relatively uncommon, takes a heavy toll of young calves
when it does occur. iIitr nd.ringworm are cis°
listed as occasional sources of trouble.

Losses of rearing calves at under six months old
over the last five years were estimated to average 3.4
per cent for all farms included in the investigation.
The difference betJeen the districts is very slight,
but there was a marked difference between individual
farms. Thirteen farms recorded no losses at all among
this class of stock, and another eight farms had losses
of less than 3 per cent. The highest loss recorded was
20 per cent, but six farms in all recorded losses in excess
of 10 per cent. White scour was most commonly given as
the cause of these high death rates where they occurred..

In the sample of 238 calves with which the investigation
commenced, four deaths occurred within the first six months,
a death rate of 1.7 per cent. This is only one-half the
average estimated death rate for this class of stock on
these farms over the last five years, and it appears
that the samplz- of calves costed has been relatively
favoured from the point of vie-7 of losses.

FUTURE LIVESTOCK POLICY:

As a result of the opening up of
the liquid milk market during the past fifteen years to
producers in all regions of Devon, some mRrked changes in
livestock policy are becoming f,.ncrea-bingly perceptible.
The oirerall picture at the present time .is of a movement
army from traditional livestock systems towards increasing
emphasis upon the production of milk for sale. The War
just ended greatly accelerated this process, especially in
North Devon, and resulted in an influx of former store
rearers into milk-selling, in spite of the fact that the
great majority of these farms have a breed of cattle
buildings and water supply all unsuited to milk production.

The future development of livestock policy in Devon
is a matter of the greatest importance, especially with
regard to this large number of farmers in North Devon who
have recently entered the liquid milk market. Not only
will the production of milk in this area be affected by
future policy but also the production of store cattle, of
which this area provides such a large number. With a view
to shedding some light upon this matter the farmers in
this investigation were asked villat is .j.kely to be the
future development of livestock policy in their own
particular areas, based upon the assumption that the
re.lative prices of milk and store cattle remain at about
the present level.

Future developments of policy revealed by the North
Devon group of farmers are distinctly confused, but there
seems to be little doubt that the wartime change to milk
selling will persist and develop, at least on the smaller
farms. Relatively few farmers in this area however'
appear to contemplate engaging solely in milk production;
the majority favour a combination of store-rearing with
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milk-selling. There milk-selling has been adopted as
a permanent policy, either alone or in conjunction with
store-rearing, a considerable amount of cross-breeding
has occurred in an attempt to improve the poor milk
yield of the native Devon cattle. This development is
by no means free from a considerable.element of risk,
for there is no guarantee that cross-breeding may not
impair the excellent beef qualities of the Devon cattle
without producing a satisfactory milking animal. There
does not appear to exist in this area at present any

. definite tendency towards the emergence of a clear
breeding policy, but it can be anticipated that with the
establishment of the artificial insemination centre
contemplated for this area, rapid clarification .of the
situation will follow. Until this occurs there is every
indication that cross-breeding will develop and extend still
further.

In the :East Devon area the production of milk for sale
is well established, and on the ma)ority of farms the '
question of rearing stores for sale does not arise.
Although a large number of herds in this area are mixed, and
crossbred, a definite tendency is perceptible towards the
use of a succession of bulls of a chosen dairy breed. In
most cases the breed favoured is the Sliorthorn, probably
for the reason that cattle of' this breed are most readily
obtainable from the neighbouring counties of Dorset and
Somerset, but occasionally a Friesian herd is aimed at.

No clear cut line of policy is discernible among the
South Devon group of farmers, where livestock policy is
complicated by the considerable differences in emphasis
placed upon the two aspects of a dual purpose breed of
cattle. In the maiority,of cases however, especially upon
the smaller farms, increased emphasis upon the milk
production aspect, aimed at the improvement of average milk
yields appears to be the most probable development. On
the other hand, in the less accessible districts of South
Devon where store-rearing is of greater importance, not
only is a satisfactory milk yield sought, but a type of cow
is required that will produce good class stores for sale.
A third aspect frequently regarded as important in the
maintenance of a high butter fat content in the milk, to
meet the demands of the extensive cream trade that exists
in this district in normal times. These three aims of high
yield, high butter fat content and beefing qualities, and the
varying degree of emphasis placed upon them by different
breeders will probably result in livestock policy in South -
Devon remaining in its present somewhat confused condition
for some time to come.

Taken as a whole, livestock policy in Devon has one
feature in common. The general movement towards the
production of milk for sale has led, in an endeavour to
improve milking capacity, to an encroachment of dairy
breeds into areas once exclusively dominated by local
breeds of cattle. This development is marked in East
Devon, and of rapidly increasing importance in North
Devon; only in South Devon is the local breed largely
holding its own, and even in this area the introduction
of purely dairy breeds has commenced on a small scale.
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As is commonly the case in an area of small farms
experiencing a changeover from store-rearing to milk
production, the first visible sign of the encroachment
of dairy breeds is seen in the emergence of mixed and
crossbred herds, and, with the lack of any definite
breeding policy, cross breeding is proliferated. It is
very difficult to see what development except artificial
insemination can satisfactorily overcome this problem
where it occurs widely throughout an area. No other
development seems capable, except over an extended period,
of so surely crystallizing breeding policy along the lines
of pure breeds. Small farmers with-their limited resources
cannot afford to maintain a good dairy bul', and although
a succession of poor quality bulls of the same breed may
stamp a herd with recognizable breed characteristics, they
are unlikely to be effective in raising the quality and
milking capacity of the cattle to the high level so especially
desirable for the small dairy farm. In East and North
Devon the need for artificial insemination centres equipped
with the highest quality dairy bulls is particularly acute
not only to enable the small -farms in these areas to make
the most of the opportunities offered by the liquid milk
market but to arrest the development of further indiscrim-
inate cross-brooding. In the South Devon area, which is
served by an artificial insemination centre at Totnes,
indiscriminate crops-broeding is unlikely to develop and
the very slight encroachment of purely dairy breeds that
is occuring at the present time, mainly takes the form of
a direct substitution of these breeds for the local South
.Devons.
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'COST OF  REARING TWO YEAR OLD GATTLE,

METHOD OF COSTING.

Milk:- - Tor those farms participating in the Milk Cost
• Investigation, milk consumed by calves is entered

at cost of production for the winter period. Where the
actual cost of production is not known, the average winter
cost for the area in which the farm. is located has been
employed. In cases where calves are reared by suckling,
adjustment is made in the cost at which milk is entered
to allow for the qnving in labour which results from the
fact that the cow is not milked by hand. In the case of
the North Devon rearing farms, further allowances have been
made for the less intensive feeding and management of the
cows, but Offsetting these factors is the considerably
lower yield per cow on these farms, especially during the .
winter. -:aien the best possible adjustment for all
relevant fPctors has been made, the average cost per gallon
of milk fed to calves in each of the three areas is ap
follows:-

Iinter lililk

North Devon
East Devon
South*Davon

All groups

Pence per
gallon
d.
19.8
21.8 .
21.2

20.7

Scald Milk:- In thefew cases in which it has beeti'fed,
scald milk is entered at 9d per gallon.

Other Foods:- Purchased foods are entered at cost on the ,
farm, and home grown foods at the average

estimated oost of production for each year, determined in
accordance with cost indices calculated by this department.
The average costs used for the main types of foods fed are
set out below.

Estimated average cost of production per ton.
1943-4 1944-5

Oats and Dredge Corn
Hay
Straw
Marigolds
Swedes and Turnips

s d
11 18 0
4 0 0

1 0 0

s d
12 0 0
6 0 0
3 .0 0
1 7 0
17 0

Residual  manurial values have been deducted from the cost
of purchased concentrates and home-

grown corn and hay in accordance with standard figures
supplied in connection with the Milk Cost Investigation,
and the cost of these foods is .entered net in all, cases.

122z1,21a_222L2:- Actual grassland costs have been determined
and the total cost of the grassland and

aftermath allocated to the various classes of stock
according to grazing equivalents determined for this
province.
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Labour: - The cost of direct labour for both paid and
unpaid workers is entered at 10 per cent above

the standard minimum wage rates appropriate to the various
classes of labour engaged in tending the oattle and Sunday
work is charged at overtime rates. Hor,3e labour is
entered at 9d per - hour and tractor labour (exclusive of
driver's wages) at 3/- per hour.

Miscellanuous Exl)erses:- include such items as veterinary
fees for innoculation, attendance

to sick animals, cost of drenches, mineral mixtures etc..

1.toqs deaths:- All foods consumed by animals that died
during the course of the investigation,

together with an appropriate proportion of grazing, labour
and miscellaneous costs up to the time of death are entered
in this section together with the cost of the calf at.. birth,
Quantities and costs of all items of food, grazing, labour,
miscellaneous expenses entered under these individual
headings in all tables in this report refer, therefore,
only to cattle completing the full two years costing period.

Cost_sg ca„j.vos:- It is not possible to determine with any
accuracy the cost of a calf at birth. . To

arrive at a figure for this cost, the commercial value of
the calf at two weeks ola has been estimated, and from this
value the cost of milk consumed together with the cost of
labour expended upon the calf up to this stage is deducted,
the resulting figure being taken as the cost of the calf at
birth. This arbitrary method of estimation is open to
serirous objection, and it is adopted only 'because .a factual
ba6fs of ebtithation is not available.

T.T. and Pedi ree Herds:- Altogether nine herds included
in the sample investigated had

T.T. or Attested licences, but no special treatment apart
from that necessary to comply with the regulations was given
to these calves. Similarly, four farms maintained
pedigree herds, but no special feeding or management of the
calves was undertaken on this account.

Costs omitted:- No charge for rent of buildings or
' depreciation of feeding equipment has

been made, but these would be only small items of cost.
Similarly, at this stage, no charge has been made against
the cattle for general farm overhead expenses.

Values:- The present report is concerned primarily
with costs of production, pnd the realization

value of all classes of cattle in relation to their
cost of production will Ile dealt with in a subsequent
report. It is not possible however to deal with the
relative economy of different systems of rearing withowt
taking into account not only the cost incurred, but also
the value of the cattle resulting from the different
methods of rearing. 4.ccordingly, an estimate was
obtained of the store market value of all bullocks 6t
the end of each six-month period. As no extra costs
have been incurred in respect of pedigree and T.T.
animals, any extra value due to these factors has been
discounted in estimating market values.
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AVERAGE COST PER  HEAD AT .T7O YEARS OLD. 4

• ALL GROUPS. OCTOBER 1943 tip SEPTEMBER 1945.

In Table I the itemised average costs per head are set
out for all cattle in the investigation at an average age
of two years old.

Table 1: Average cost per head at two years old, per
cent of total cost, and foods consumed per
head.. All groups. Oct.1943 Sept.1945.

Number of farms
Number of cattle

42
181

ogai

COST PER HEAD:
(1) Net cost of foods

I
a) Whole milk
b) Scald milk
c) Calf meal
d) Cake & corn
e) Hay

. Rg1 
Straw

g roT" etc
(h) Other foods

Total foods
(2) Grazing costs

Yf.

.Foods and grazing

(3) Labour Costs
(a) Man
(b) Horse & tractor

(4) Miscellaneous costs
(5) Loss by deaths
(6) Cost of calf

•

s d
6 11 0

5.9
10 10

3 1 2
2 12 4
1 4 8
.1 18 0

1 9

C,/0
23.7
1.0
1.9
11.1
9.5
4.5
6.9
0.2

16 5 6
4 5 9

2011.  3

58.8
15.6 •

74.4

3 12 • 6
2 0
2 8
6 8

2 17 7

TOTAL COST 27 12 8

13.1
0.4
0.5
1.2
10.4

100.0

Av. value at two years 27 7 11

OOP. 

FOODS CONSUMED PER HEAD

a) Whole milk 76 Galls
b) Scald milk 8 VI

c) Calf meal 0.3 Cwts
d) Cake & corn 4.6 it

e) Hay 12.6 ti

f) Straw 8.3 ft

g) Roots etc 35.1 it

Grazing weeks per head 64.3 Weeks
Labour

Hb Man 52.9 Hours
Horse & Tractor . 2.5 "
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It is not proposed to discuss these figures in
detail, as the overall: average cost .conceals many
differences in cost that arise as the result of different
systems of rearing, and to a lesser extent, as a result
of different soil, climatic and topographical conditions
found in the three areas of Devon. It is worthwhile
however to point out briefly a few of the more important
features revealed by the overall average costs.

The average amount of milk consumed per head was
76 gallons, which at Z6!--11-0 per head counts for 23.7
per cent of the total cost at two years. Total foods at
a6-5-6,por head account for 58.8 per cent of total cost,
while grazing costs at .e1-5-9 per head account for a.
further 15.6 per cent; foods and. grazing combined amount .
to Z20-11-3 equal to nearly 75 per cent of total cost. .
Manual labour at Z3-12-6 and the cost of calves at £2-17-7
per head together account for 23.5 per cent of total costs.
The balance of oost, equal to 2.1 per cent, consists of
direct horse and tractor labour involved in fueding cattle,
miscellaneous costs and loss by deaths, all of which are
small items.

. The •total average cost per her& at two years old is
£27-12-8 compared with an average estimated value per head
at that stage. of 227-7-,11.

'In Table A of the appendix the average cost per head
for all cattle is analysed for each six-monthly period
The cost of the calf at birth is excluded from this ana2.ysis
as it. is common to all periods. The most,important .
-f60.tii±e'e Of this table may be summnrized: • .

(1). A :very high proportion (47.4 per cent) of the total
cost at two years falls within the first six months. The
level, of total cost at all stPges will therefore be largely
dOtex•mined by the cost 'incurred during- this period..

(2) The cost incurred during the first six months
depends mainly upon the. amount of whole millconsumed. -
Even at two years old -qholo milk is the largeOt single
item of cost, - accounting for -nearly one quarter of the
total cast, and it is therefore the item offering the
greatest scope for economising in the. cost of rearing
cattle.

(3) Nearly 60 per cent of the total cost of grazing
at two years was incurred during the final period, the
summer of 1945. Altogether. 89 per cent of the total
grazing cost was incurred in the two su,mmer periods. -
The outstanding economy of summer grazing is well
illustrated by this table. In both winter periods the
roaring cost during the periorl exceedef, the increase in
value of the animal, and in both summer periods the
increase in value Was in excess of the cost incurred,
with a substantial margin in the summer of 1945. A
total cost of foods and grazing of 5-2-3 per head was
incurred during the winter six months of 1944-45 compared
with only. E2-14-11 per head during the following summer
six months when the cattle \Tore, on average, six months
older..
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(4) The high proportion of labour costs (44.7 per cent)
incurro1 'luring the first six months is nn importnnt
fepture. Direct labour however is not a heavy item of
expenditure in the cot of rerring cattle, nne, the total
mrn hours per he nt two yenrs old nmounteCL to only 53,
compared with 2n annual requirement in excess of 160 mnn
hours for r, dairy caw. Labour requirements during the
summer periods when cattle are living entirely at grass,
are very slight, averaging only 5.3 man hours per head
during the summer of 1945.

ILjistrict an-1 by methol of rearing
The overall

average costs of those cattle at two years conceals
considerable differences in roaring costs according to
different methods of rearing, nnl, to n lesser extent,
according to different conditions existing in the three
areas investigated. Classification of the farms in this
sample ly method of rearing shows that this classification
cuts across the vcrious districts in which the farms are
located, and before the final analysis by method of rearing
is made, it may be useful to determine whether the different
natural conditions prevailing in the districts in which
the cattle are locntecl, have any important effects upon
the cost of rearing, independent of the differences that
arise as a result of qifferent systems of rearing.

4NiiLYSIS OF COSTS BY DISTRICT.

In Table 2 (page 17) the average cost per head at
two years old is set out for cattle in each of the three
distriats of Devon.

The cost per head of whole milk, scald milk, and
calf meal show considerable difference from group to
group, but these differences may be wholly attributed
to the relative importance of different methods of
rearing in the sample of farms from the three areas.
Differences in costs that are likely to be influenced
by different natural conditions in the three areas
relate to:-

(1) Cake & Corn:
The cost of cake and corn is relatively

high in the North Devon group and low in the South Devon
group. Table C in the ii.ppendix shows that the amount of
cake and corn fed during the first six month period WEIS
similar in all groups, but that in the third period.* the
winter of 1944-45) the North Devon group fed over 2* cwts
per head compared with .an average of less than I cwt in
the East Devon group, and less than cwt in the South
Devon group.

(2) Hay and Straw:
Hay costs arc very high in the East

Devon group and straw costs low, while the reverse is
true in the case of the South Delion group. Here again,
the great bulk of the difference arises during the third
period, the winter of 1944-45.

4
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Table 2: Average cost per head and foods consumed
at two years old in three areas of Devon.

District
• North
Devon

Number of farms
Number of calves

13
4E3

(1) Net cost of foods
(a) Whole milk
(b) Scald milk
(c) call meal
Total (a-c)

pi3e & corni 

(f) Straw
(g) Roots etc
(h) Other foods

Total (d-h)

Total foods
(2) Grazing costs

Total foods & grazingp

s d

TM 7E-

13 3
7 7

8 5 0

3 6 4

4 2

1 8 5
2 0 0

3 9

0 16 9

9 1 9 16 7
3 18 •3 4 10

0 0 20 17 4

(3) Labour costs
,a) Man
b) Horse & TrPctpr

(4) Miscellaneous costs
(5) Loss by depths -
(6) Cost of craves

•

TOTAL COST

South
Devon

14
70

s ci
511 6

9 9
9 2

6 10 5

2 4 1
1 3 9
1 12 10
2 14 2

1 0

7 15 10

14 6 3
4 7 10

18 14. 1

3 9 0 315 0 312 5
5 1 0

211 3 2 2 3
8 4 3 2 8 8

211 12 9 7 3 9 1

p9 11 9 27 9 3 26 10

Value per head 26 4 2 26 18 8 28 12 7

FOODS CONSUMED PER HEAD 

(a) Whole milk (Gals)
(b) Scald milk
(c) Calf meal (Ovits)
(d) Cake & corn '
(e) Hay
(f) Straw
(g)Roots etc

93
10
0.15
6.2
15.7
9.5

32.3

Grazing weeks per head 52.8

Labour
(a) Men
(b) Horse & Tractor

Hours
49.6
0.6

76 63
13

0.43 0,23
4.9 3.3

17.0 6.6
4.2 11.1
15.7 54.4

66.4 71.1

Hours Hours
55.9 52.4
1.5 5.9
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The average consumption of hay per head during this
winter period was less than 1 cwt. in South Devon compared
with 7 cwts per head in North Devon and nearly 9 cwts per
head in the East Devon group. On the other hand, straw
consumed'per head during this period, the only period in
which any, appreciable quantity of straw was fed:, average-id.
nearly 11 cwts per head in the South Devon group compared
with 9 cwts in North Devon and only 4 cwts per head in East
Devon.

(3) Roots and Green.Fodder:
The consumption of roots and green

fodder over the two year period was 54 cwts per head in the
.South Devon group compared with 32 cwt in North Devon, and
'only 16 cwts in the East Devon group. Roots were fed more
heavily in South Devon at all periods, but especially in the
winter of 1944-5. Eangolds were the root crop most commonly
fed in all districts, but swedes in North Devon, and swedes
and turnips in South Devon yore also fed to a considerable
extent. (See Table D of Appendix)

(4) .g.J.LLILIULJIIIta:
Compared rlith South Devon, climatic

conditions are much more severe in North Devon, which is not
only more exposed, but in general has wetter and colder soil
.conditions. In East  Devon, soil and climatic conditions
occupy a position intermediate between the other two areas.
As a result of the less favourable conditions in North Devon,
the grazing season is considerably shorter. On average,
young cattle were turned out to grass a month earlier in the
South Devon than in the North Devon group. During the winter
of 1944-5, all the cattle under investigation in the iorth
Devon group were housed, and nearly half acre housed day and
night. In the East Devon group less than one half were .
housed, but, of those at grass day and night throughout the
winter, nearly all had an open shed for shelter. In the South
Devon group only one-quarter of the cattle were housed, and
it was exceptional for any shelter to be available for cattle
out day and night except that provided by woods, banks, etc.

The length of the grazing period in each district shows
wide variations. The total number of full weeks grazing
(counting grazing by day only, as one half of full time
grazing) averaged only 53 weeks in the North Devon group
compared with 66 weeks in East Devon and 71 weeks in South
Devon. Cattle in the South Devon group enjoyed p longer time
at grass in all periods, but the difference was most marked
in the winter period of 19445 when, on average, they were
at grass twice as long RS in the North -Devon group.

(5) Cost of Calves:
This cost is rather higher for the South

Devon group, but this is merely a reflection of the higher
value of the larger South Devon cattle which, on average,
had slightly higher commercial values at all stages of growth.

Summary:
The salient features of the variations, in costs

arising from differencasin locality, appear to: be mainly
related to the cost in the third six month period, the
winter of 1944-5 during which period the cattle were (on nn
average) aged. 12-18 months. These variations arise mainly
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ns ^ result of the different climatic and soil conditions,
and, to a lesser extent, as n result of different systems
of farming in the three areas.

North Devon, with the least favourable natural conditions
for stock rearing, has lower grazing costs, due to the shorter
grazing period and a. correspondingly higher expenditure upon
cake and corn, and upon hay and straw combined, resulting from
the larger amount of hand feeding undertaken during the winter
periods when the cattle are housed. South Devon, with the
most favourable conditions, has 2 relatively long grnzing
period and P low cost of hand feeding during the winter, when
the majority of cattle are kept out of doors and. fed, in most
instances, on straw and roots. Expenditure upon cake, corn
and hay is the:afore low in this area, but is correspondingly
high for straw and roots, while the'extended grazing period
is reflected in n relatively high grazing cost. A feature
of this area is the relatively high value of cattle at all
stages compared "with the other two areas. In the East Devon

area feeding costs are chnrr,,cturised by P relatively high
rate of expenditure for hay and. grazing, and El low expenditure
for straw and root crops, which result from the fact that
this area is essentially an area of small grass farms.

The average cost per head of those foods that Pre
directly affected by differences in natural conditions
and farming systems (i.e. total of d-h in Table 2), show n
range in cost from Z7-15-10 per head in the South Devon
group to Z10-16-9 in the North Devon group, a. difference in
favour of South Devon of more than Z3 par head. The East
Devori' group 4ith'a cost of Z8-11-3 per head, occupies a
position intermediate between the other two. It is not
possible to say exactly what proportion of the higher cost
of these foods in the North Devon group is due directly
to the relatively unfavourable winter conditions in that
area, but it is clear that a considerable proportion, and
probably by far the major part of the difference may le so
attributed.

ANALYSIS OF COST BY METHOD OF REARING.

Although this investigation was not specifically
designed with the object of comparing the economy of
different systems of rearing, the determination of
whether the extra expense involved in rearing by suckling
is justified, taking into account the value of the animal

produced, or whether bucket-rearing, using whole milk or
cheaper substitutes is p more economidal method, is a
matter of considerable practical importance. In an
endeavour to investigate this point, the forty-two records

obtained for the whole group have been analysed under the
following headings according to the system of rearing
adopted.
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(1) BUCK= R-24‘3ING

Crilf-stn.rter rind cnlf merl
(b) cnlf monl
(c) 'iholo milk only

(2) SUCKLING

(-,1). 33stricto1: two to throQ months on the cow
(b) Unrostrictol four to fi'Ve mOnths on the cow

The number of farms and the number cf calves included
under each method of rearing are set out below:

Starter
and
Meal

No, Farms
No. Calves

•

23

Milk Suckling
and Milk Rest- Unrest-
Heal Only ricted ricted

40 52 40 26
• • •

In Table 3 below the average total cost 'and value per
head at two years old are set out for each method of rearing:-

Table 3. Average cost, value and margin per head at two
years old by method of rearing

Average
Cost

(1) Bucket Rearing

(a) Starter & Meal 23 16
(b) Milk & Meal 28 3
(c) Milk only 26 5

(2) Suckling

Restricted
b) Unrestricted

Average
Value

Average Diargin
(a)Surplus (b)Deficit

•

d p .d. s d. s d.

9 23 13 0
5 26 0 0
8 27 15 9 110

27 8 10 30 0
33 17 6 28 4

2 11

All method 27 12 8 27 7 11

3 9
2 3 5

5 12 11

4 9

The range in average cost is from Z23-16-9 per head
for the Starter & Meal method, to -Z33-17-6 for Unrestricted
suckling, while the range in average value is from Z23-13-0, -

also in the Starter and Meal group, to 30-0-6 for the
Restricted suckling group. It is clear that, for the group
of farms investigated, rearing on calf-starter and meal is
certainly the cheapest method of rearing, but it is also shown
that this method produces an animal of relatively low value.
The cattle with the highest value are found among those reared
by suckling, but the results of this analysis confirm that
unrestricted suckling is a very expensive method of rearing.
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Before it is possible to make a more detailed
comparison of costs between the different systems of
rearing, a further point must be considered. Differences
in the natural conditions prevailing in the three areas
have been shown to exert a material influence upon rearing
costs, especially upon those costs incurred during the
third six month period, the winter of 1944-45. It is
therefore necessary to assess, as closely as possible,
the importance of this influence upon the relative costs
and values of each system of rearing.

The percentage of cattle from each of the three areas
included in each system of rearing group is set out below:

••••••••••

North East South
Devon Devon Devon Total

••01, • ar0 000: 0000 .0• 10. •••••••00.•••••••,00...........001.,....•010.00.,......

(1) Bucket-rearing 0,i„: /0 /0 /0
(a) 3tarter & Meal 26 .52 22 100
(b) Milk & Meal
( 

30 28 42 100
c) Milk only 10 23 67 100

(2) Suckling
(d Restricted 30 37 33 100
(b) Unrestricted 50 50 100

...••••••• .0W. +.0 •11

All methods 27 35 38 100
..1,....0•••••••• • •••.• • —0 .• II••••••••• ,••• • .0- •••••

- 7ith one exception, all five methods of rearing were
encountered in the sample from each area of Devon; rearing
by 'unrestricted suckling however was not met with on any of
the South Devon farms investigated. Analysis of the records
by system of rearing cuts completely across area divisions,
but certain broad associations may be noted:-

(1) Cattle from East Devon Tredomanate in the Starter
and Meal group, while the south Devon group is under-
represented.

(2) The Milk only group contains a very high
proportion of cattle from the South Devon area, and a
corresponding under-representation of the other two areas,
especially North Devon.

(3) The Unrestricted suckling group contains no
cattle from the South Devon area, and the North Devon
area especially is over-represented in this group.

(4) The Milk and Meal, and the Restricted suckling
groups contain a -,Dproxim,ately proportional representation
of all three areas.

In Table 4 (page 22) the average cost per head at
two years old is set out for each system of rearing.
Table E of the appendix shows the average consumption
of the various types of food per head and data relating
to grazing weeks and hours of labour expended per head.
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Table 4. kverage cost per head at 2 years old by rpethod o± rearing.

(1) Incliding calf starter
(ii; Including greenfpdder

••-•••••••••...........•••••••••••••••

L. Tret cost of foods
(.a 'hole 'calk

calcl: milk
(c) 3alf-meal (i)

t_OOTY..1, (a-0)

Cake 8 corn
3) Hay

(f) Straw
csr! Eoots etc. (ii)
(a) other foods

TOT41.1, (d-h)
rlotE-a Foods

2. Giz-lag coots

woods 6c grazing
3. LaJour

(a) Ian
(b) :orse Sc tractor

4. Miscellaneous costs
5. Loss by deaths
6. Ccst of calves

BUM= BEARING

Starter
& Meal

n -

1 14 8

1 17 8

LIeal

4--
3 12 4

...•••••••••••.-

s d.
5 12 5

1 0
1 7 €

7 0 —1-17

Liilk Eestric-
Only ted •

••••••-•••••••••/.

s d
5 17 2
14 7

6 11 9

4 14 0
2 19 4
1 7 2
18 10
3 10

s
7 19 8

216 1 212 3
3 4 1 ill
1 4 1 1 211
211 2 2 7 3

4 7 1

7 19

2 3
2 11 5
1 9 2
1 9 0

1 0

SUCIaING

Unrest-
ricted

s d
12 5 11

4 4 8
3 11 2
19 7

1 10 2

10 3 2 1000   7141   7 13 11 1. 10 5 9
 _ 

13 15 6 17 671— 14 5 10
3 13 4 3 10 10 4 IA 2

17 8 10 2C 11 19 0 0

3 0 3 318 7
1 7 - 1 €
2 2 3 9
15 3 11 11

2 8 8 2 15 11___

23 16 9 28 3 5,i0T,2,1, COST

Value at 2 years old.

3 17 2
2 7
2 0
3 7

3 C

26 5 8

151:3 7 22 11 8
zi 12 2 zi 15 3

20 5 9 27 611

3 7 2
2 8
1 10
5 0

3 6 5

3 12
11
48

2 12 8

27 810 1331? 6

27 15 9

••••••• • ••••• • ••••• ••••••

30 0 6 28 4 7 1
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Milk and Calf-meal: The consumption per head of whole
milk averaged 20 gallons in the

3taxter and Meal group, 64 and 67 gallons respectively in
the lAlk and Meal and the link only groups, 94 gallons per
head for 3estricted, and 140 gallons for Unrestricted_ sucklin.

The cast of milk and milk substitutes combined (total
a-n Table 4.) reveals very considerable differences between
the different systems of rearing, ranging from Z3-12-4 per
head in the Aerter and Meal group to -Z12-5-11 per head in
the Unrestricted suckling group. The Milk and Meal group
shows a higher °est at this stage than the milk only group
as the saving in :thole milk effected by using calf meal was
very slight in the sample of farms investigated. Rearing
nn calf-starter and meal shows a saving, in this group of foods
of approximately Z3 per heed compared with the other two
bucket rearing methods, of more than ;e4 per head compered
with liestricted suckling, .and more than :?,8-10-0 per head
compared ninth Unrestricted suckling.

Pakeijc Corn: The average cost per head of cake and corn
is very high in the 3tarter and Meal, and in

the Unrestricted suckling groups. Reference to Table F in
the .c -,ppendix shows that although in the first six months
period the cost of cake and corn was not greatly dissimilar
for all groups, subseqaent feeding of cake and corn in the
period_ from months old shos very considerable
differences between the various groups. The high cost of
cake end corn in the Unrestricted suckling •group can be
largely attributed to the high proportion- of North Devon
cattle in this group. This is not holever the case in the
starter and Ineal group, and. it i3 cle.ar that, for the group
of farms investigated, rearing with starter and calf meal
involved a considerably higher expenditure upon cake and corn
than for other syste,a3 of rearing.

3t- If the cost of ha 7 and stra-ris considered
together, the average cost per head Ft two

years is seen to be similar in all groups except the Milk
only group, where the combined cost is considerably lower.
The low cost in this group arises from the very low
expenditure upon hay during the linter period of 1944-4:5,
which is a characteristic of the - Tinter feeding of store
cattle in the South Devon area, from which more than,
two-thirds of the cattle in the :Link only group are drawn.
The loy: cost of hay and stran combined appears. therefore
to be due to a factor associated with a particular district,
rather than with a system of rearing.

Roots & Green-fouder: The cost per head of roots and
green-fodder isivery low in the

Starter and hieal group, a group which contains a
preponderance of cattle from the East Devon area, whe''e
relatively fe-:1 roots are grown. The low cost of roots in
this group is therefore largely a characteri'stic of a
system of dairy farming, rather than of a system of calf-
rearing. soot costs per head are high in the other two
Bucket-rearing groups, and, although the high cost in the
Milk only group is clearly associated with the preponderance
O f ,outh Devon cattle in this group, the reason for the high
cost in the Milk and ideal group is not apparent, but there
does not appear to be any valid reason for attributing it
specifically to this method of rearing.
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Grazino- A similar consideration probably applies to some
of the differences revealed between the groups in

the cost per head of [.razing. The high cost of grazing in
the thilk only group is certainly affected by the preponderance
of South Devon cattle in this group, but the reason for the
high cost in the Unrestricted suckling group cannot he
explained in terms of differences of grazing costs in the
different areas, nor, on the other hand, is there any PDpnront
reason for associ-,ting it 'fith differences in the method of
roaring.

Totaa Foods & G"azinP- Total foods and grazing per herd at
tJo years old show'an extreme range

from Z17-8-10 for the 3tarter and Me -,1. group to -e27-6-11
per head in the UArestricted suckling group, 111.i1-6 th6 other
three groups are covered by a range of -Z19-0-0 to ;€20-11-9
per head.. -.13:j far the most Important factor determining the
level of food costs is the a:lount of whole milk fed, vrhich
ranges from 2.-14-8 for the 3tartar and group to Z12-5-11
for U:irestricted suckling. i spite of the higher
expenditure upon cake and corn incurred where the :system of
rearing on starter and. calf me-,1 is adopted., the total cost
of foods and 37.-zin,!; 107 this method can be estimated to sho7v
a s-ving, at two years old., of at. least Z2-10-0 per head
compa-ed vith -ny other method. The total cost of foods and
grazing shads little difference bet-leen the IR,t-;:)ctic,a
suckling, Milk and lailk only groups, as the sli.ntl-
lolver cost in th. iilk only group sham in Table 4 can be
attributed to the fact that this group contains a
preponderance of cattle from the kuth Devon area, where
rearing conditions are much uore favourable than in either
of the other areas.

bour: -Labour costs per head at tic) years old do not show
any significant differences between the different

systems of rearing. During the first months period', the
labour costs per calf werc slightly lower for both of the
suckling methods of rearing compared 7 -th the bucket rearing
methods, but bet:reen the different systems of bucket rearing
there ;as little difference in labour requirements during the
first six months. During 3ubsequent periods the only
notable feature is the relatively lo- / level of labour costs
in the Starter and hieal group, but this arises from the fact
that this group consists mainly of small dairy farms, where
young cattle at grass are often in view of the farmyard and
consequently recuire less labour than there cattle are running
in outlying fields.

Apart from the slight saving in labour in the first six
months associated sucklingl differences in labour costs
appear to be associated with • size of farm and typo of farm
rather than with system of roaring.

_by De-ths. The relatively high cost of loss by deaths
in the Starter and ideal group is due to the

fact that a twenty month old .r311.ima,1 in this group had to be
slaughtered following an accident. Three deaths occurred
among young calves in the Milk and Meal group, and one in
the 3ostricted suckling group. One yearling bullock died in
each of the Milk and Meal, and Milk only groups. More than
one half of th.,;,, deaths that occurred in the whole sample are
thus concentrated in one group, the Milk and Meal group, but
the sample is too small to preclude the possibility that
this association may be purely coincidental.
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Other costs: Other items of cost do not Liholl Fray
significant vorintions• attributble to

the different systems of renring •

Totpl Cost: Tot21 cost of rerrinp; ot to ye2rs old
shows p rraage from -.Z23-1.6-9 for the Stortor

pnd -rder,1 group, to Z33-17-6 for the Unrestricted suckling .
group, ond the difference in cost is 1P.rgely determined
by the mount of milk consumed in the first six months.
Th-t n consider-ble s-vin.; in cost results from the use of '
milk substitutes from the aorliest Pga is fully confirmed
by the results of this inve--ytigption, olthough port of the
srving in the cost of .1:Iol.37 milk is offset by the necessity
for 2n incresod expenditure upon coke pnd corn where this
method of rePrin is pdoted. The very , high cost incurred
for milk where Unrestricted suckling is proctised is plso
illustr-,-ted by the figures relating to this group, and, on
the forms investigoted, the high cost of milk is not offset
by r?.ny snving in the cost of other foods.

The totol cost -.L3r Ji Pt tuo years olOs'_ in the Milk
only group wnc slightly lower thPn in the c2,se of the
2,,3stricted. sacklin t; group, ond nePrly -Z2 per hood lower thpn
for the Milk r,nd lepl group, but the lower cost in the Milk
only group is 1-rgely o result of better climptic conditions
in the South ievon orar, from -71).ich the m2ority of, calves
in this groul-, ore drown. The tentptive conclusion may
therefon., be drown thrt, discounting differences in cost th.;---t
rrise 2s n result of different natur21 conditions in the three
prcps of Devon from which the c7lve3 ore dron, there is
little differnee in the cost per he2,d on the forms
investig-ted, 1:),;ten --Restrictd sucklin 2na Bucket feeding
on milk -.lone, but th ,--t both these methods .shoi on F.dvon-t-,L;c
over the *Milk --nd'crlf-mep.1 method of repring.

Vfllue tvls   .!L considerrtion of the overPge
estimrted v2lue per hood pt two

yorrs old, shown in TPble 4, reveflls thpt there ore very
- ide differences in the voi'le of cottle produced by the .
different methods, r-onging from -Z23-1.3-0 per hood for the
f-tPr-ter nnd. idePl group to £30-0-6 for the Restricted suckling
group. The cost of rePring by the Storter and Meal system
is cert:-.1n17 the cheapest, hut it undoubtedly produced p.
re12-tively inferior pnim!,.1. Restricted suckling proe_ucoa
the most valuable animal, but the lo,:er value of cattle
reared by Unrestricted suckling is due, in port rt least,
to the fact that no South Devon cattle are included in
this group.

As for as the cattle in this inv9stigtion are concerned,
it is clear that the 1. -fge amount of whole milk consumed
where Unrestricted suckling is practised, results in a
considorr-ble deficit in cost over value at -t,:ro years old.
Compared with Restricted suckling, this method increased
very considerably the overage cost of the cattle, but p.adod
nothing to their value. It is difficult therefore to

ovoid the conclusion that for ordinary commercial practice

,f re,,-ring by unrestricted suckling is an uneconomic method.

Comparing the costs and values of cattle in the Milk
and vicol, Pnd thilk only groups, it will be seen that the
average cost is lower, and. the value higher for the Milk
only group. Costs in this group howaver are influenced
in r do.c/n7P.rd,.;-nd. values in an upward direction by the
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high proportion of cattle from the South Devon area
included in this group. If allowance is made for these
factors it seems certain that, when the system of rearing
only is considered, the thilk only group still slacyrs a very
material advantage over the silk and leal'gronp.

when differences prising from differences in climatic
conditions end in systems of farming are discounted, as far
as it is possible to do so, the relative advantage of the
commercial systems of rearing practised on the farms .
investigated may be summarized as follows:

Margin between average cost and value at
two years old, by method of rearing:

a.-•••••••••••.•• -•••••••••••

(a) Surplus
(h) Deficit

...-••••••

• • •

Starter Milk
Milk Restricted

Meal Heal Only Suckling

s d ±), d s dZs d

2 0 0
210 0

•••• ......-.•••••• • ....h..

Value per head exceeds cost of rearing at two years
old by a substantial amount in the liestricted suckling group,
while the Milk & Meal group shows an appreciable debit
balance.. _.'lverae value and cost.. approximately balance in
the --barter and Milk only groups.

The relative econon,T of different systems
of cattle rearino' on clairv Tar ms

In determining the system of rearing to be adopted, the
milk producer ill consider not only the actual cost of ePoi
system of rearing in relation to the value of the animal
produced, but also the lois of income which results from
feeding Ahole milk to calves.

If the bucket-rearing methods are compared with
rearing by restricted suckling, there is a saving of whole
milk of 74 gallons for the Starter & Meal group, and of 20
gallons and 17 gallons respectively for the Milk & Meal,
and Milk only groups. The milk producer will therefore.
have the extra income to be derived from the sale of these
quantities of milk i he adopts one or other of the bucket-
rearing methods, rather than rearing by Ees'triotea suckling.

For the '..linter 1943-44, the average profit for a
sample of milk producing farms in Devon and Cornwall
is shown, by the Hilk Cost Investigation, to be approximately
6d per gallon. Th3 economic considerations affecting
P., milk producer in deciding which method of rearing to
adopt may therefore be summarized: 4-
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Margin of vralue of
cattle over cost
(P) Surplus
(b) Deficit
Profit from sPle
of milk srved

Net Margin
(fa) Surplus
(t) Deficit

StPrter -Milk
& & Milk Restricted

rliel Meal Only 3uckling

•

0 s d ±,' s d. i', s d. E s d.
- --; _ 2100
- 2 0 0 ...

I 17 0 10 0

1 17 0
110 0

8 6 210 0

These figures are not intended to be firm ostimn'tes of

the costs 2nd returns involved in different systems of

rearing cn milk-producing farms. They are given merely to

illustrate the order of mrgnitude of the relative differences

for the srmple of fPrms under investigation.

The show that, for this sample, 4Restricted suckling

undoubtedly gave the best results at two years old. The
value of the animal produced 13 the highest of all systems of

rearing, and the margin of value over cost is greatest, even

when the loss of income from the sale of milk involved in

feeding an average of 94 gallons of whole milk per calf is

taken into account.

Of the bucket-rearing methods, the starter and -meal

group shows the best immediate results for the milk producer;

the cost of rearing is low and more milk is available for

sale, but the lop; value of cattle produced by this method ci

rearing is an important factor that should not be overlookeL,

It is possible to doubt, in the case of a heifer reared for

the dairy herd, whether it can be considered a sound policy

to adopt a method cf rearing that results in an animal whicli

at two years old, has not made satisfactory development, as

future milk yield may thereb7•be affected.

c-3 1114.R.Y.

It is again emphasised that, although the farms

included in this sample have been selected to represent,

as nearly as possible, typical conditions in each of the

three areas of Devon, the total size of the sample is not

large, and the possibility of errors due to sampling and

to the method of investigation cannot be ignored. L.iso,,

this investigation 'has been confined to winter reared

calves. For summer calves it is possible that the cost

and value relationships will differ materially from that

shown for winter calves. Subject to these qualifications,

the more important results revealed by this investigation

into cost data relating to cattle-rearing on a group of Dovon

farms may 13; summarized:

(1) Over all cattle surveyed, there Was a slight deficit

at two years 61d of estimated value over cost.
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(2) On average, the cattle in the South Devon group alone
showed a surplus at two years; the East Devon group shows a
slight deficit, and the North Devon group a deficit of more
than Z3 per head.

(3) The favourable natural conditions prevailing in South
Devon, where the grazing period is longer and less hand
feeding is required during the winter period, are factors of
considerable importance in the relatively low cost of store-
rearing in that area. In North Devon, the relatively less
favourable conditions of soil, climate, and topography add
materially to the cost of rearing cattle, especially during
the rinter period.

(4) The level of rearing cost at all stages is shown to be
largely determined by the cost incurred in the first six
months.

(5) The cost in the first six months depends mainly upon
the amount of .thole milk consumed per head during that period.
This r#,:sin:,ed, on average, from 63 gallons in the South Devon
group to 93 gallons in the North 1:I.:von group, and from 20
gallons per head for rearing on calf-starter and calf-meal,
to 140 gallons wher-e rearing is carried', out by unrestricted
suckling. Th.: importance of an adequate amount of whole milk
for the production of a fell developed animal is clearly shown.
The results for this investigation suggest however, that, if
whole milk is fed beyond a certain point, the cost of rearing
is increased ,4thout producing any commensurate increase in
the value of the animal. Unrestricted suckling, a's practisea
on the farms investigated, is revealed to be an uneconomic
method for the rearing,of commercial cattle.

(6) V10 relatively low direct labour requirements for
cattle rearii l. is shown by this investigation. Compared
with an requirement in excess of 160 man hours of
direct labour for a dairy cow, the total amount expended per
head at tl)o years old wa,s only 53 man hours for rearing
cattle.

(7) Of the total labour reauirements per head at two years
old, noarlty 45 per cent was incurred during the first six
months. During this period, labour costs are slightly
lower for the suckling system of roaring compared with
bucket-rearing, but the difference is not lare enough to
affect significantly the overall cost of rearing.

(8) OJ-: the methods of rearing practised, lietricted
suckling undoubtedly produced the most satisfactory results.
The value of the animal produced was the highest, and the
margin of value over cost the greatest, even when the loss
of income resulting from the feeding of an average of 94
gallons of ,whole milk per calf is taken into account.

(9) Of he bucket-rearing methods, although rearing on
calf-starter and meal involves a higher expenditure upon
cake and corn, the large saving in whole milk resulting
from the adoption of this method gives it an advantage
in cost over the other bucket-rearing methods, especially
in the case of milk producers. Thre must remain some
doubt however, as to whether the materially poorer
aevelopment of the store animal resulting from this method
may not, in the end, prove to be 2 false economy.

•
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(10) Of the two more common bucket-rearing methods, using
whole milk and calf-meal, and -.thole milk alone, it can be
said that, unless the amount of whole milk that is saved by
feeding calf meal in addition to milk is considerably greater
than the saving revealed by the sample oi-farms investit;Fted,
the balance of advantage between the two methods will lie
with rearing on whole milk alone.

---0000000---

APPENDL:.

li.ILJEFFERY.

In this appendix some of the tables in the main report
are extended in greater detail. The periods referred to
in the tables'are as follows:-

First six months

Second six months

Third six months

Fourth six months

Period.

!fntor October 1943
to idaroh 1944.

5ummer kpril 1944'
to September 1944.

OctCber 1944
to March 1945

of cattle.

0 to 6 months

6 to 12 months

12 to 18 months.

Summer April 1945 18 to 24 months.
to September 1945
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Table A: 1,verage cost per head for four six month periods.
All groups. October 1943 to 3eptember 1945.

,......._............._...,........,

, •
Six month period

. •

' YE N T El3 i
• - • 1943-44 -

, •
SUM OR -

• 1944

___________

WINTE.Ti
- 1944-45.

SUM IER
, 1945 -- •

Age in. months • 0,6
,

......m.-....-..n

6-12 12-18
......0.0.,....m......

1.8 .24
...-w ........a.......^..•.ne...+,.........••••••••••••••••

Net cost of Foods -Z s d •, -Ge s d
imp

-1;:,' s d
t.,..r....,

Z s d
(a) Whol milk - . 6 11 0

• (b) 3c1d milk 5 9 - - -
(c) Calf meal 10 10 - - -

(a) Caku & corn ' 1 9 3 16 1 3.5 1 10
(e) Hay; 15 2 ' 8 2 1 6 11 2 1
(f) Stray; - - 1. 3 10 10
(g) Roots 6 1 '4 0 • 1 6 10 - 1 1
(h) Other foods 7 1 2 _ ...,

Total foods 9 18 7 1 9 a 4: 12 8 4 10
Grazing 7 1 6 1. 9 7 2 10 , 1. ,

...-- ------........„......._ ,..... ...-----....... - - .................- ....• ,........,...,.... ~ --....------

Foods  &:, Grazing 9 18 7 2 15 6 5 2 3 2 14 11

Labour
. (e) Man 1 12 6 13. 3 18 5 8 4
(b) Horse & trctor - 1 .11 • 1.

Liscellanoous Costs 9 8 8 7
Loss by deaths - 2 10 •, 1 10 - 2 0

TOTAL COST .' 11 14. 8 3 11 3 ' 6 3 3- 3 5 11
...4,•••,...41,-.... ....., -....•,....••••• ..... • •,--,••-•..••••..,••• • ••------.....-............____,...,.....................,.........,........................._ ,

r

'.Increase in value 7 3 5 , :4 11 2 .5 8 11 7 6 10

Consume.d_per had L
11aolo milk 77-15-js) ' 76.. , _

Scald milk it 8 . - - _ -
Calf meal (Owts)

.
0.28 -.... -

Cake & Corn ,1

Hay it

Straw it

' 2.1
• 4.6

,,

1.2
2.3
-

1.2•
, 5;3

8..0

0.1 ,
0.4 .

. .3
Roots etc. 7 t 6.2 4.0: 24.0

,.9

Grazing (Weeks) - 20.4' . 18.4 25.5
Labour (Hours)
(a) Man 24.3 • 9.8 13.5 5.3

. • (b) Horse & tractor - , - , 4 2.3 0.2
....,..••.................•••••••....r...n..

Per cent of total cost at 2 years falling within each period

Total foods
Grazing
Poods & Grazing

Labour (Man)

Total cost
1111..M.Delft. 

%
60.9

48.3

44.7

47.4

•

9.1
29.9
13.5

18.3

14.4

0
28.5
10.7
24.9

25.4

24.9

1

•••1

••••

1.5
.•59..
13.3

11.6

13.3

‘•••....P....4.0•••••••••••••.••••••••••••,.

a

•

•
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Table B: analysis of Concentrates end R00t3 etc. by
six month periods. groups.

.

,
_ 0-6

months
6-12
months J

• 12-18
months

. 18-24'.
months

• 0-24
months

Concentrates C.-,rts , C-Tts CrIts Cuts Ovits
-77-Oalf Nuts 0.87 ' 0.38 1.25

(b) Linseed .14 .03 - .17_
(c) Cake
(d) Beet-pulp

.07 .12
.08 •

, 0.05
.12 .

0.01 •
- -

.25

.20
(e) Corn 1.01 , .59 . 1.07 , .06' 2.73

Total , 2.09

.._.......,.......,_•....

1.20

...........

, 1.24 0.07 • 4.60

Roots etc.
--T-J-Trangolds 5.8

.2

.1

3.9
-

'

11.5
6.4
4.0

,
0.6
.3

. -

21.8
' 6.9

4.1
(b) Swedes
(c) Turnips
(d)• Flatpoll
(e) Kale

.1 - ,
.1

.4
1.7 '

_

-
.5
1.8 '

.-v, .- ,..., •4e...e. .......,..-....ow.... ....,..,......,.w.r..iw • .- -,...,•,....w.gi.._.............._......„.....,............._____... ..or+.•,+..... ,...

Total 6.2 4.0 24.0 0.9 , 35.1 .

-.....,_.......,.............................,•._ ....*•••.••••••Y•••••••••••••••• •••••-••••••••.•••••41.••••••••.•••...ww•••••.6.• •••• •••••.•-•1.- ...-••••. •••••••.•- • •-•-•,...0. • ••. ..... e.r....i..4..........ew ..... ,............0...................,,e..,........./..................•

Table .,voreg,: amount of foods fed per head., grazing weeks
and hours labour per head, for each six month period.

By districts.

0-6 Months

••••••••••••••• • -e••••••••••••• •••••• •••••••••romi•••••••• •••••••••- •-•••••••••

'North East :South
- Devon Devon Devon

gake. & corn
(2) Hay
(3)- Straw
(4) '4ioots ,etc.
(5) Grazino. weeks
i(6) Labour (Hours)

(a) Man .
(b) Horse & tractor

Cits Cw-ts
1.9 2,3
/1.9 4.8

4.9

20.8

Owts
2.3

4.6 8.2
••••• •••••

28.5 23.6

(1) Cake & oorn
(2) Hay
(3) Straw
(4) Roots
(5) Grazing weeks
(6) Labour (Hours)

a) Man
b) Horse & tractor .6

•••••••••

12-18 Months

••••.•••••••••••••••••••••

6-12-iiionths

North East South
Devon Devon Devon

--(TTITET- cwts
1.6 1.6 0.6 •
3.1 2.7 1.4

1.9
16.4

3.4
19.9

9.4 10.6
•••••

-••••••••••••••••

6.0
22.8

8.4

18-24 Months

Crits
2.6

8.9
23.2
10.5

14.4

Cwts
0.9
8.8
4.1
7.4
20.6

Owts
0.4
0.8
10.9
39.7
22.3

15.2
5.5

Owts
0.1
.6
.6

(-)

25.9

5.0

 ••r•-,••••••••••••••••••••.••

Cwts
0.1
.7

.5
25.9

5.6
••••

Ci.Tts

0.1
.2
.5

26.0

5•r)
;74
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ilnalysis of average consumption of concentrates and
roots etc. :per head at two years old, •T!! dtricts.

............... ... 

----

..NP. _ ___ _. ___

North
Devon

,... ,.... • ....... ..., ...

East
Devon 4

(1) Concentrates
--IFT-7617-Huts

Cuts
1.3
.1
.2
.6
4.0

Clits
. 1.5

. .2
.4
_

2.8

(b) L1nse3d
(c) Cake ,, 
(d) Beet-pulp
(e) Corn

Total

(2) :hots etc.
- --(a)

6.2 4.9

21.9
9.1
-
1.3

........._ .......

13.0
1.1
.8
.8

Mangolds
(b) S-;iedes ,
(c) Turnips

• (d) Others

Total 32.3 15.7

Table 3, Liverage consumption of foods; grazing
of labour per head at two years old.

of roaring.

(a) whole milk
(b) Scald milk

c) Cali meal (i)
d) Cake & corn
e) Hay
f) Straw
c;) Roots etc (ii

Grazing

BUCKET ii-jaING

la1 Lt4cnl

G7-11-6-1 s
20 64

Cwts
0.8
7.5

14.3
9.0
17.0

--7 
eeks
59.5

Labour Hours
(a) Man 47.5
(b) Horse & tractor 2.2

1

73-7ts
0.8
4.1

15.3
8.1
50.2

South
Devon

Cvrts
1.1
.3
.2

1.7

3.3

28.9
10,4
10.4
4.7

weeks, and hours
By method

Unres-
Only tud tr'icted

Gras Gels Gals
67 94 140
19

64.0

Hours
57.9
2.3

Cwts

3.8
8.1
7.8

43.6

, 
-Teaks
66.6

Cwts

3.5
12.1
9.8
26.0

7Teeks
67.z-

ftts

6.2
16.8
6.5
24.6

'Teek,c-
61.7

Hours
50.3
1.4

Hours Hours
57.1 47.2
3.9 3.9

(i) including calf starter.
(ii) including green fodder.
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Tr1131,p. F: LverrIge cost per herd for periods 0 to 6 months old,
a P,nd 6 to 24 months. By method of ropring.

Net Cost of Foods
n) Whole milk ,
b) Scld milk
c) Craf Mor),1

_BUCK= liEmjiING

'Strlirter Milk
8c Sc

Men1 Hera

s d s 0i7
114 8 512 5

1 0
1178 1 7 6

• •• •• •

3 12 4 7 0 11

110 9 1 511
17 11 14 0

Total (P,-c)

(d) Clce & Corn
(0) Hy
(f) Strrw
(g) Roots etc
(h) Other Foods

Totrl

Totni Foods
Gr5-zing

• ••••••.....,

2 1 7 2 610
3 10 1 1

Foods & Gr-,zing
Lbour
ca) Mr.n
(b) Horse & trP,ctor
Liscgilanuous Costs
Loss (by denths

• • •

6611 9 8 1 9 4 9

6 611 9 8 1 9 7-9-

1 11 10 1 12 4 1. 15

TOTILL COST

Incrense in vplue

-a •••••

'7 19 0 11 8 9 11 0

6 7 3 0 7 3

C MONTHS
.1••••••■11..

Milk
Only. '

s d
5 17 2
14 7

 Ao....•sw1

Restric Unres-
ted tricted

s d 7T
719 812 511

611 9 7 19 8 12 511
• .• 41. • •••••.^ •••••

115 2 1 6 8 1 13 6
10 11 12 6 14 3

7 4 5 2

2

10 6 10 14 19 0

10---6-I0 I4-I9 -Tr

3 1 11 2 1 11 11

a 7 2 2
5 0

12 3 7

8 2 4

16 13

-619 7

6 to 24 'MYTHS

1 Net cost Of Foods.:
(a) ',Mole milk.
(b) scald milk

„.........____
- ---1—:d.

-

;F',,
_.....,...,........

-L, s s .

(c) Calf meal . .

..e.-...,............... -.• ............* ....r....... -..................- •,.. .

Total (a-a-------
..............-...- .....

. .r.

-......... .............,....-..P_.......... _ ........._ __,............_...._...................._.....,.....__......_(d) Cake ec corn 333 1 10 2 17 1 16 8 211 '
(e) Hay 2 1 5 210 1 1 0 8 1 18 11 2 16 11
(f) Straw • 7 2 1 4 1 1 2 11 1 9 2 19 ?
(g) Roots etc 16 9 2 4 0 2 0 5 1 1 8 1 5 C
(h) Other Foods - 4 6 ........_.,.......- sr,.. -...-.4!..

4
....a...-.

Total (d-h)
...._..........................
7 12.16 125 1 I 5 .6 9 7 E

Total Foods 7 7 7 12 10 5 11,569 7 - 12 E
Grazing 3 13 -4 3 10 10 4 14 2 ......_.....,'4 12 *.2 4 15 '3

Foods 8c, Grazinr,0 11 . 1 11 11 3 8 T-15 3 9 1E3 1-1. 3.' 7 12
Labour ,
(a ) ivian 1. 8 5 , 2 6 3 2 111,116 0 2 0 F
(13) Horse & :tractor 1 7 1 6 2 '7 2 8 li
Miscellaneous Costs 1 11 , 2': 7 1 4 1 3 2 €
Loss by death's1------------........... • 15 3 4

........._
9

-
3
__..........._....

7 - - -

TOTAL COST 13 9 1 3.3 1E3 9 12 4 8 11 18 10 14 11,
.._____  ........_......................,... ...._ ..,.............._,....

[ Increase in value •15 211 1611 17 12 18 11 918 12 z,
._ . .. , ......,.................._,.................__

•



Table G:

34,

Average consumption per head cf foods, grazing weeks
and labour per head for periods 0 to 6 months and 6

to 24 months. By method of rearing.

0 to 6 MONTHS

BUCt7T RING SUCKLING

Starter:.•
&

Meal

Milk
6,-;

Ideal
Milk
Only

Restricl
ted

Unres-
tricted

(a) Aole milk
(t) Scald milk

(c) Calf-meal (i)
(d) Cake L corn
(e) Hay
(f) Stra
(g) Roots etc (ii)

Labour
(a) Man

Gals
20

.._

Gals
64
1

Gals .
67
19

Gals
94
--

Gals
140
-

Cwts
0.8
2.5
6.1
-
2.1

_
Cwts
0.8
1.6
4.9
-
7.3

,....._
Cy-Its
-

2.6
3.8
-
6.9

,....._..,........
Cwts
-

2.2
4.3
-
7.3

.......
Cwts
-
2.3
5.0
-
5.2

Hours
25.1

Hours
24.3

Hours
27.2

Hours
22.0

Hours '
22.8'

6 to 24 MONTHS"

Grazing

(e ) Hay
(f) Straw

(d) Cake & corn

(g) 2,00ts etc (ii) 

-8.2 10.4

-1eeks

14.9

59.5

 ........_

C7./ts Cl7ts Cwts Cwts

9.0 8.1

5.0 2.5 1.2

.........................." ......•,,...............__., ......................._.,....,......,...._....,

-:.Seeks Weeks Weeks Weeks '
64.0

42.9 36.7

......,.,............„.........................._ ........_......_ .
66.6

4.3
7.6

18.7

67.4

9.8

1.3
7.8

...,_ _...,....._____t19.4

11.8

61.7

6.5

3.9
,

1

1 

s

p 
Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours
22.4 33.6 29.9 25.2 27.5
2.2 2.3 3.9 3.9 1.4 •

Labour
(a) i/ian
(b) Horse & tractor

(i) Including calf-starter.
(ii) Including green fodder.


